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“I completed Entropic Developments in September of 1989, after having worked on it slowly and
meticulously during a period of more than six months. It is a highly exacting score, inspired by the
Verdehr’s performance of an earlier piece, Variations for Violin, Clarinet and Piano, written for them
in 1987.
When I told one composer colleague of my new work, Entropic Developments, he said, ‘God, I
thought people were done writing pieces like that, based on physics, scientific principles, and
stuff.’ It is, I suppose very easy to misunderstand−for indeed, my piece develops as though it were
a little musical portrait of the principle of entropy, an adjunct of the second law of thermodynamics,
which could be said to describe the general motion of all natural processes−and, by extension, of
the universe itself−towards increasing disorder and inertness, by measuring the amount of energy
unavailable for work.
But for any one following the programmatic form of my composition, there comes a great surprise
near the end, where, after the gradual dissipation of the thematic impetus has brought things
virtually to a standstill, one hears a sudden burst of energy, bringing the piece to a brilliant
close−and in the surprising little coda lies the key to the possible misunderstandings; my piece is
called Entropic Developments because it seems to develop along the lines of this principle, but it is
not, ultimately, a depiction of entropy, or, as my colleague had expressed it, another piece about
‘physics…and stuff.’
Just the opposite: it is much more spiritual, much, much more metaphysical than one would
imagine from the title. In fact, it is more about music’s ability to seemingly break out of physical
laws, and the coda should be seen as a jubilant refutation, as poetic, as unscientific, as ‘impossible’
as, say, the statue that comes alive at the end of Shakespeare’s The Winter’s Tale.”
─Nathan Currier
The world premiere of Entropic Developments was on November 13, 1992 at Rice Concert Hall, State
University of New York (SUNY), Buffalo, New York.
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